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Spintronics or electronics that utilizes the spin degree of freedom of a single charge
carrier (or an ensemble of charge carriers) to store, process, sense or communicate data and
information is a rapidly burgeoning field in electronics. In spintronic devices, information
is encoded in the spin polarization of a single carrier (or multiple carriers) and the spin(s)
of these carrier(s) are manipulated for device operation. This strategy could lead to devices
with low power consumption. This dissertation investigates spin transport in one

xii

xiii
dimensional and two dimensional semiconductors, with a view to applications in spintronic
devices.
This dissertation is arranged as follows: Chapter 1 gives a detailed introduction and
necessary background to understand aspects of spin injection into a semiconductor from a
spin polarized source such as a ferromagnet, and spin polarized electron transport in the
semiconductor. Chapter 2 discusses the nanoporous alumina technique that is employed to
fabricate nanowires and nanowire spin valves for the investigation of spin transport in 1D
semiconductors. Chapter 3 investigates the spin transport in quasi one-dimensional spin
valves with germanium spacer layer. These spin valves with 50nm in diameter and 1µm in
length were fabricated using the porous alumina technique. Spin transport in nanoscale
germanium spin valves was demonstrated and the spin relaxation lengths and the spin
relaxation times were calculated. Chapter 4 discusses spin transport studies conducted in
bulk high purity germanium with a view to comparing spin relaxation mechanisms in low
mobility nanowires and high mobility bulk structures. Lateral spin valve with tunnel
injectors were employed in this study and the spin transport measurements were conducted
at various temperatures. The spin relaxation rates were measured as a function of
temperature which allowed us to distinguish between two different mechanisms –
D’yakonov-Perel’ and Elliott-Yafet – that dominate spin relaxation in high- and lowmobility materials respectively. Chapter 5 discusses the first ever reported results on the
fabrication of manganese doped germanium dilute magnetic semiconductor nanowires
(DMS) using electrochemical deposition techniques. The magnetic measurements
conducted on these nanowires show ferromagnetism with a Curie temperature of about

xiv
220K. Chapter 6 discusses the spin transport studies conducted in nanoscale organic spin
valves with tunnel barriers interposed between the ferromagnet and the organic spacer
layer. Two dimensional organic spin valves with tunnel injectors were also studied and the
experimental details are discussed.

This document was created in Microsoft Word 2000 and later converted into a
PDF document.

CHAPTER 1 Introduction
Spintronics is a rapidly growing field in the area of electronics which utilizes the
spin degree of freedom of a single charge carrier to store, process, sense or communicate
data and information [1-3]. Spin based devices have a wide range of applications in the
area of light emitting diodes and laser diodes with polarized outputs; transistors with
potentially low power consumption; integrated logic, and non-volatile memory device
applications.
An early success in the area of Spintronics or Magnetoelectronics was the
discovery of Giant Magneto-Resistance (GMR) effect by two independent groups Albert
Fert [4] and Peter Gründerg [5]. They observed of Giant Magneto Resistance (GMR) in
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) grown Fe/Cr multilayers and in Fe/Cr/Fe multilayers.
This discovery led to roughly 100% increase in areal density of the magnetic bit storage in
magnetic media. GMR effect is observed in many multilayered structures consisting of a
ferromagnetic (F) material such as Fe, Ni, Co or their alloys and non-ferromagnetic (NM)
material such as Cr, Ru, Ir, Cu, Ag, Au, etc. The resistance of these devices changes by
approximately 100% when an external magnetic field is applied.
Early research on the GMR in magnetic multilayers for data storage was performed
using Current-in-Plane (CIP GMR) geometry in which current flows parallel to the plane
of the magnetic layers as seen in Figure 1a. Much improved MR in magnetic multilayers
1

2
can be observed in a different kind of geometry in which the transport is perpendicular to
the plane of layers. This is called Current Perpendicular to Plane (CPP GMR) geometry
and the configuration is

Figure 1a: Schematic of Current In Plane (CIP) spin valve configuration (left) and Figure
1b: schematic of Current Perpendicular to Plane (CPP) spin valve configuration (Right)

shown in the schematic of Figure 1b. They show better sensitivity to external magnetic
fields compared to the CIP GMR geometry for same multilayered materials.
A sub-class of GMR structures is a “spin valve” [6]. A simple spin valve essentially
has a nonmagnetic spacer material sandwiched between two ferromagnetic materials, one
of which acts as a spin injector and other acts as a spin detector. This device exhibits a low
electrical resistance when the magnetizations of the contacts are parallel and a high device
resistance when the magnetizations are anti-parallel. These two resistance states can
encode binary bits 0 and 1. This device is used as the storage unit in Magnetic Random
Access Memory (MRAM).
Later work in this area led to the discovery of Tunnel Magneto Resistance (TMR)
effect [7-9] where the non-magnetic material in a GMR device was replaced by a thin

3
insulating barrier. The structure of a TMR device is similar to that of CPP spin valve
shown in figure 1b, but instead of a non magnetic material as a spacer, they have a thin
oxide material such as Al2O3, MgO etc as the spacer and are called tunnel barrier. In
1970’s this effect was originally observed by Jullière [10] in Ferromagnet/amorphous
germanium/Ferromagnet junctions and a magnetoresistance percentage of 14% were
reported in these structures at low temperatures and he proposed a simple model, famously
known as Jullière’s formula, to relate the change in magnetoresistance in these structures
to the spin polarizations in the ferromagnetic contacts, by the following equation,

ΔR RP − RAP
2 P1 P2
=
=
Rp
RP
1 + P1 P2

(1.1)

where ΔR is the change in resistance from parallel to anti parallel state (Rp-RAP) and Rp is
the resistance of the device in the parallel configuration, and P1, P2 are the spin
polarizations of the first ferromagnetic and the second ferromagnetic material respectively .
They are defined as

P=

N↑ − N↓
N↑ + N↓

(1.2)

Where N↑(↓) are the Fermi level density of states of the spin-up (spin-down) electrons or
majority (minority) spins in the material. In 1995, Moodera et.al [9] reported significant
TMR up to room temperatures in CoFe/Al2O3/NiFe, CoFe/Al2O3/Co junctions. These
results were possible because of improved deposition techniques and structure
configurations. The devices with the TMR principle lead to higher magnetoresistance
percentages and thus higher ON-OFF ratios compared to the GMR devices. The Magnetic
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Tunnel Junctions (MTJs) are currently employed in Magnetic Random Access Memory
(MRAM) devices for non volatile memory applications.
Spintronics has also made inroads into the area of optics. Efforts have been made in
the area of spintronic light emitting diodes [11] and laser diodes with polarized outputs
[12]. In addition to GMR/TMR based passive devices such as read heads, there is
significant interest in actives devices such as transistor with novel design [13] and
integrated logic [14]. Spintronic devices, however may not offer an advantage over the
conventional charge based devices in the areas of signal processing but can play a major
role in memory applications which do not require high gain or high frequency performance
[16]. Spintronic devices are also expected to find applications in single spin logic [15], and
quantum computing using spin in a quantum dot to encode qubits [17, 18].
A very important factor that dictates the performance of a spintronic device is the
longevity of spin. When a spin polarized electron is injected in to a semiconductor, the spin
polarized electrons interacts with the magnetic fields it encounters. These magnetic fields
can be caused either because of spin-orbit interactions, hyperfine interactions or interaction
with other charge carriers etc. Because of these interactions, the spin polarization of the
injected carriers gets randomized over time and this phenomenon is known as spin
relaxation. There are various mechanisms that could lead to spin relaxation in a material
and it is very crucial to understand these mechanisms. The basic concepts that are
necessary to understand the spin transport in a semiconductor are discussed below.

5
1.1 Basic concepts:
Spin is a vector and is an intrinsic magnetic moment associated with an electron. The
orientation of the spin of an electron changes under the influence of a magnetic field which
can be applied externally. However, the spin of an electron can also change its orientation
because of the spin-orbit coupling effect. This effect is caused because of the interaction
between the electron spin (a tiny magnetic moment) and an effective magnetic field that
arises in the rest frame of an electron moving in an electric field as a result of Lorenz
transformation. This is called the spin orbit interaction and is one of the major causes for
spin relaxation in solids. The origin of this spin orbit interaction is discussed below.

1.2 Spin Orbit interaction:
Consider a negatively charged electron orbiting around the positively charged

r
r
nucleus, moving with a velocity ‘ v e ’, under the influence of an electric field ‘ E ’. This
electric field arises because of the columbic interaction between the orbiting electron and
the positively charged nucleus. To the electron, in its own rest frame, this electric field
appears as a Lorentz-transformed magnetic field. According to the theory of relativity, this
magnetic field can be written as,
r
B =

(E × vr )/ c
r

2

e

1 − (v e / c )

2

(1.3)

r
where, ‘ c ’ is the velocity of light, and ‘ ve ’ is the linear velocity of the orbiting electron.
Note that this effective magnetic field is velocity-dependent. Thomas [19] pointed out that
because the electron is in a rotating orbit, it constantly accelerates because the direction of
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velocity changes with time, even when the magnitude does not. Therefore it is not
sufficient to just transform the laboratory frame to the electron’s rest frame. An additional
rotation is required to align the coordinate axis with the one obtained from Lorentz
transforming the laboratory frame. This additional rotation introduces a factor of 2 in the
denominator of Equation (1.3).
The magnetic field in Equation (1.3) affects the spin polarization of the electron,
and because it originates from the orbital motion of the electron, it is called the “spin-orbit
coupling” field. The interaction energy of an electron with this spin-orbit magnetic field is
given by

r
r r
eh r r
Erel = − μ e ⋅ B ≡ −
σ ⋅B
2me

(1.4)

r
r
Where ‘ μ e ’ is the magnetic moment, ‘ me ’ is the electron mass, and ‘ σ ’ is the Pauli spin
matrix. We can write the Hamiltonian describing spin-orbit coupling as

H SO = −

(

r
eh r r
σ ⋅ ∇ V × ve
2
2 me c

)

(1.5)

r
Where ‘ V ’ is the electric potential whose negative gradient is the electric field E .
r
Depending on the origin of the potential gradient ∇V , there exist several types of spin-

orbit interactions in solids which are discussed below.

7
1.2.1 Spin-orbit interaction in solids:
In solids, a quasi free electron in the conduction band does not experience strong nuclear

(

)

r
attraction as in an atom. However, it can experience electric fields of − ∇U (r ) / e due to

periodic lattice of ions and other electrons even in the absence of an external electric field.
These electric fields will induce a spin orbit interaction as discussed in section 1.2. A net
spin-orbit interaction will result if the electric fields do not spatially average out to zero.
This requires that the conduction band edge of the solid exhibits an inversion asymmetry.
This spin-orbit interaction was first studied by E.I Rashba [20] and is named after him as

Rashba spin orbit interaction. This interaction is also referred to as structural inversion
asymmetry (SIA), because of the symmetric conduction band profile needed for this
interaction. An externally applied electric field can alter the conduction band profile and
modulate the spin-orbit interaction. The Hamiltonian for the Rashba spin-orbit interaction
is given by

H Rashba =

r
a46 r r r r
ε (r ).[σ × ( p + eA)]
h

(1.6)

where ε is the electric field associated with the asymmetric conduction band profile, p is
the momentum operator, A is the vector potential associated with any magnetic field (if
present), σ is the Pauli spin matrix, and a 46 is a material constant given as

a 46 =

πeh 2
m

∗

Δ s (2 E g + Δ s )
E g ( E g + Δ s )(3E g + 2Δ s )

(1.7)
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where E g is the band gap and Δ s is the spin orbit splitting energy in the valance band. The
Rashba spin orbit interaction term plays an important role in spintronic devices such as
Spin Field Effect Transistors [21], quantum computing [22] since this interaction can be
r
controlled by applying an external electric field ‘ ε ’.

1.2.2 Dresselhaus Spin orbit interaction:
Another type of spin orbit interaction may arise because of crystallographic
inversion asymmetry. This is also known as bulk inversion asymmetry. Materials with
Zinc-Blende structure lack a center of inversion and in them, the spin degeneracy of any
state is lifted even when there is no externally applied magnetic field. This problem was
first examined by G. Dresselhaus in 1954 [23] who found that energy states of electrons
with the same wavevector but different spins are non-degenerate so that there is an
effective spin-orbit interaction arising from bulk inversion asymmetry. The Hamiltonian
for the Dresselhaus spin-orbit interaction is given as

r
H Dresselhaus = (a42 / h3 )σ .k

(1.8)

where ‘ a42 ’ is a material constant and

1
k x = [ px ( p y2 − pz2 ) + ( p y2 − pz2 ) px ] ;
2
1
k y = [ p y ( pz2 − px2 ) + ( pz2 − px2 ) p y ] ;
2
1
r
and k z = [ pz ( px2 − p y2 ) + ( px2 − p y2 ) pz ] ; with p being the momentum operator.
2
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1.3 Spin polarized electron transport in semiconductors:

Consider an ensemble of spin polarized electrons that are injected into metals or
semiconductors. During transport of these spin polarized electrons, the velocities of the
electrons change randomly because of scattering. Therefore, different electrons experience
different time-varying spin-orbit magnetic fields since the field depends on the electron’s
velocity. An electron precesses about whatever magnetic field it sees, and this precession
changes randomly in time because of scattering. This results in the loss of the initial spin
polarization of the electrons. This is called spin relaxation or spin dephasing of electrons.
The amount of time it takes for the average spin polarization of an ensemble of spin
polarized electrons to decay to 1/e times the initial value is the spin relaxation time. The
distance an average electron travels during that time is the spin relaxation length.
Spin relaxation in technologically important semiconductors can be caused by four
dominant mechanisms and they are 1) Elliot-Yafet mechanism [24, 25]; 2) D’yakonov Perel mechanism [26, 27]; 3) Bir –Aronov - pikus mechanism [28]; 4) Hyperfine
Interaction mechanism [29]. The first mechanism arises from the fact that in a crystal, the
electron’s spin eigenstate is wavevector-dependent. Whenever a momentum relaxing
scattering event changes an electron’s wavevector, the spin orientation also changes,
leading to spin relaxation. The second mechanism arises because scattering randomizes the
orientation of the spin-orbit magnetic field. Since spins precess about this field, the spin
orientation of different electrons is also randomized, leading to spin relaxation over time.
Bir – Aronov – Pikus mechanism is caused because of the exchange coupling between
electron hole pairs in doped semiconductors. This coupling results in a preference for the
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singlet state (where the electron and the hole always prefer to remain in a state where their
spins are anti-parallel). Therefore, if scattering flips a hole’s spin, it ends up flipping the
electron’s spin as well since the two must remain anti-parallel. The Hyperfine Interaction
mechanism is caused because of the interaction between the carrier spins and the effective
magnetic field due to nuclear spins. These four spin relaxation mechanisms are discussed
below.

1.3.1 Elliot-Yafet spin relaxation mechanism:

The Bloch theorem in solid state physics states that, in a crystal where the potential energy
U (r ) is periodic with the periodicity of the crystal lattice, the solutions of the time
independent Schrödinger equation
⎡ h2 2
⎤
H ϕ (r ) = ⎢−
∇ + U (r )⎥ ϕ (r ) = E ϕ (r )
⎣ 2m
⎦

(1.10)

r r
are of the form ϕ k (r ) = exp (i k ⋅ r ) u k (r ) where uk (r ) is periodic with the periodicity of the

lattice. The lattice potential in the crystal induces spin orbit coupling and in the presence of
this coupling these states are pseudo spin-up or pseudo spin-down states, i.e., the Bloch
states in the periodic potential are not spin eigenstates. In other words, a state with a
particular wavvector k has an admixture of opposite spins
r
ukr ( r ) = ak ↑ + bk ↓

(1.11)

This admixture (relative values of ak and bk) depends on the electron’s wave vector. So,
two different states with different wavevectors will have different spin orientations. In
other words, two different Bloch states can have non-orthogonal spin orientations. If a
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collision event with a non-magnetic scatterer changes the momentum or wavevector of an
electron, then it will also change the initial spin orientation of the electron, i.e., spinindependent momentum scattering events can couple two different Bloch states and change
the initial spin orientation. This work was shown independently by Elliot [24] and Yafet
[25] and is known as Elliott-Yafet spin relaxation mechanism. The pictorial representation
of the Elliott-Yafet mechanism is shown in the figure 1.2 below.

Fig 1.2: Schematic representation of the energy dispersion relation showing the spin
polarizations at different wave vector states. [30

Reference [76] shows that spin relaxation rate is directly proportional to
momentum relaxation rate and the equation that relates these two parameters is given
below [85]
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⎛ Δ SO
1
= A⎜
⎜E +Δ
τ s , EY ( E k )
SO
⎝ g

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

2

⎛ Ek
⎜
⎜E
⎝ g

2

⎞
1
⎟
⎟ τ (E )
⎠ p k

(1.12)

where τ p ( s , EY ) ( E k ) is the momentum relaxation time for electron with energy Ek, Eg is the
band gap of the material, Δ SO is the spin-orbit splitting of the valence band, A is a
numerical factor which is of order 1 and depends on the dominant scattering mechanism.
Elliott-Yafet mechanism takes place only if the carrier are scattered during the
transport process via impurity or phonons that causes momentum relaxation. It should to
be noted that mere spin orbit interaction in the crystal does not cause spin relaxation in this
mechanism. Elliott-Yafet mechanism is very dominant in low mobility materials like
organics where frequent momentum scattering event takes place during the transport, but it
is very weak in high mobility semiconductor where the transport is quasi-ballistic in
nature.

1.3.2 D’yakonov-Perel’ mechanism:

As discussed earlier in sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, solids that lack bulk inversion symmetry
due to its crystal structure (compound semiconductors) or in the presence of an externally
applied electric field that induces structural inversion asymmetry, an electron experiences
strong Dresselhaus and Rashba spin orbit interactions that create an internal magnetic field
B as discussed earlier in section 1.2. This magnetic field depends on the electron velocity
(υ). When an electron travels through the crystal, it precesses continuously with a
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frequency that is dependent on the effective internal magnetic field B. This is called

r r
Larmor spin precession and the spin precession frequency Ω(ν ) is given by

r r
r r
eB (ν )
Ω(ν ) =
m*

(1.13)

If there are no scattering events that change the electron velocity, then all the electrons
precess at the same frequency about its fixed magnetic field B and this does not cause any
spin relaxation. In real solids however, electron often encounters scattering via impurity or
phonons that change the magnitude and direction of the magnetic field B at every
scattering events. So the electron velocity changes continuously with time and different
electrons precess about different axes with different frequenciesat different angles because
of different scattering events. As a result, the ensemble average spin vector will decay with
time and ultimately reaches zero. This mechanism is called D’yakonov-Perel (D-P) spin
relaxation and the DP spin relaxation rate is given as [30]
1

τ DP

= Qα 2

(kT ) 3
τm
h 2 Eg

(1.14)

Where Q is a dimension less quantity depending on the dominant momentum relaxation
process, Eg is the band gap, τm is the momentum relaxation time, m* is the electron
effective mass, mo is the free electron mass and α is the measure of the Dresselhaus
Interaction strength given by

4η

m*
α≈
3 − η mo

(1.15)
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1.3.3 Bir-Aronov-Pikus mechanism:

Bir-Aronov-Pikus spin relaxation mechanism is very dominant in semiconductors
that are heavily doped where there is significant concentration of electron and holes. The
spin relaxation is caused due to the exchange interaction of electrons and holes. If the hole
spin flips then exchange interaction will cause the electron spin to flip leading to spin
relaxation. This mechanism is dominant at low temperatures.

1.3.4 Hyperfine interaction:

Hyperfine interaction is a spin relaxation mechanism in which the magnetic
interaction between the magnetic moments of electrons and nuclei can relax the spin
orientation of the electrons. Hyperfine interaction is important only in the cases where the
electrons are in localized states such as quantum dots and this interaction is neglected in
other systems.

CHAPTER 2 Nanofabrication using Nanoporous alumina technique
Overview:

Several nanofabrication techniques have been developed in the recent years to fabricate
nanostructures ranging from expensive nanolithography techniques to inexpensive self
assembly techniques. Nanoporous alumina technique is an inexpensive self assembly
technique that can be used to fabricate size controlled nanowires, nanowire
heterostructures, and quantum dots. This electrochemical self assembly technique can be
used to grow nanowires with high regularity, high aspect ratios, and high reproducibility.
To fabricate highly ordered nanowires, the first step is to grow nanoporous membranes
which contain highly uniform nanopores. These pores can then be used as nanoscale
templates to grow nanowires or nanowire heterostructures using various deposition
techniques. The details of the fabrication of nanoporous alumina membranes and the
growth of nanowires in these pores are described in this chapter.

This work was submitted as a review book chapter:
[ * ] S.Patibandla, Bhargava K.V, Sivakumar Ramanathan, S.Bandyopadhyay, Research Signpost publishers,
India, 2007 (submitted). [31]
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2.1 Anodic Aluminum Oxide:

Anodic Aluminum Oxide (AAO) also known as nanoporous alumina have been a
subject of immense interest for the past two decades because of amazing possibilities it can
offer to fabricate nanoscale structures. Nanoporous alumina technique is a self assembly
process which results in formation of AAO on aluminum surfaces when pure aluminum
metal sheets are anodized in acids. Controlling this self assembly process results in the
formation of nanopores in AAO which can be used for a variety of applications and will be
discussed in this chapter. Earlier use of anodic alumina has been routine in industries since
the 1920 as inner protective coating for chemical storage containers to reduce corrosion to
the containers and as outer coating for aluminum utensils to evenly distribute the heat
through out the utensil. Efforts for utilization of porous alumina to fabricate nanoscale
structures began since the discovery of highly ordered nanoporous alumina by multi-step
anodization process [32] which resulted in a honey comb pattern of highly ordered
nanopores in the alumina matrix. Early research on porous alumina involved understanding
the fundamental principles of this self assembly technique so that it can be replicated to
form nano porous membranes of very high uniformity, various pore diameters ranging
from 8nm-200nm, and various thicknesses in the range of few tens of nanometers to few
microns. A plethora of literature is available as of today which employs AAO for
fabrication of nanostructures such as nanowires, quantum dots, and nanotubes of a variety
of materials which gives us an opportunity to understand the basic physics and chemistry
of materials at nanoscale. These nanostructures can be integrated with other nano and
microfabrication techniques to engineer nanoscale devices with novel properties and
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superior performances over their counterparts at microscopic scale. This chapter will give
an overview of various processes used to fabricate nanostructures using porous alumina
technique and an overview of the interesting optical, electrical, magnetic properties etc.,
these devices exhibit at nanoscale. Fabrication of nanoporous alumina membranes usually
involves two major steps. The first step involves reducing surface roughness which is
normally done by electro polishing pure aluminum. This process gives a smooth mirror
like surface to start the anodization. The second step is the anodization process which
forms aluminum oxide on the aluminum surface because of chemical oxidation and at the
same time creates uniform pores in the oxide as a result of dissolution of alumina under
appropriate conditions. The details of these two steps are as follows:

2.2 Electropolishing:

The starting material used to fabricate the nanoporous aluminum oxide membranes
is 99.998% pure aluminum sheets. The thickness of the starting aluminum sheet is
normally chosen depending on the pore lengths required. Typical thicknesses used in our
lab to make porous alumina membranes are 0.01cm or 0.004 inches. The rms roughness of
surfaces of these commercially available aluminum sheets are typically in the order of few
hundreds of nanometers. Anodization performed on these surfaces would result in non
uniform dissolution of alumina, resulting in non uniform nano pores. In order to reduce
surface roughness, aluminum sheets are electropolished to obtain smooth mirror like
surfaces. Electro polishing of aluminum is commonly done using a L1 electrolyte [33]
which consists of 1050cc Ethyl alcohol, 150cc of Butyl cellulose, 90 cc Perchloric acid and
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250ml DI water. In our laboratory we use a commercially available electropolisher. The
aluminum sheet to be electropolished acts as the anode and the area to be electropolished is
exposed to the L1 solution. Typical electropolishing is performed at 40 Volts DC for a
period of 10 second, resulting in a mirror like Al surface. A typical Atomic Force
Microscopy image of such electropolished aluminum surface can be seen in Figure 2.1.
The surface roughness has been reduced from hundreds of nanometers to about 3
nanometers. Several theoretical models have been proposed to explain the formation of
nanoscale patterns (such as the ridges in the top figure) [34, 35]. They will not be
discussed in this chapter since they are beyond the scope of this thesis. However, one of
the most interesting of these patterns is the so called egg carton pattern which has
nanoscale features of about 30-50 nm in diameter and about 3-5 nm in height with high
periodicity. These periodic nanostructures can also be used as nucleation sites for directed
self assembly of nanostructures or can be used as nanoscale masks or nanoscale moulds for
other nanofabrication techniques. These approaches are not discussed here.
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Fig 2.1: AFM image of electropolished Al foil at 40V DC for 10sec.

2.3 Nanoporous Template Formation by Anodization:

The electropolished aluminum sheet prepared as discussed in the above section is
used as the starting material to fabricate nanoporous alumina templates. Anodization of
aluminum in acidic electrolytes results in the formation of aluminum oxide (Al2O3) layer
on the surface. It is commonly referred to as Anodic Aluminum Oxide (AAO). The
thickness of this Al2O3 depends on the anodization conditions such as pH of the
electrolyte, voltage, and time. When anodization of aluminum sheets is carried out under
controlled conditions, it results in the formation of nanoporous aluminum oxide because of
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two simultaneous chemical reactions which are oxidation of aluminum and dissolution of
alumina. These chemical reactions are as follows:
2 Al (s) + 3 H2O→ Al2O3 + 6H+ + 6e-(s)

(Oxidation of aluminum)

Al2O3 (s) + 6 H+ → 2 Al 3+ + 3 H2O

(Dissolution of alumina)

These two reactions are continuous and can anodize the whole aluminum sheet as long as
there is a voltage bias applied across the cathode and anode. Figure 2.2 shows a typical
plot of current density ‘J’ mA/cm2 with respect to anodization time ‘t’ for a sample
anodized in 3% oxalic acid at 40V DC.

Fig2.2: Current density vs. anodization time plot for sample anodized in 3% Oxalic acid at
40V.

This plot can be understood as a superposition of two current densities ‘Jp’ and ‘Jb’ as a
result of two simultaneous reactions that are dissolution of alumina (pore growth) and
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oxidation of alumina (formation of alumina) respectively as shown by O’sullivan et al.,
[36]. A schematic of these two current densities ‘Jp’ and ‘Jb’ and the superposition current
density can be seen in Figure 2.3. In order to better understand this plot, we can divide this
anodization plot in to four sections a-d, corresponding to different times during the
anodization process as can be seen in Figure 2.4. When a constant anodization voltage bias
is applied across the aluminum sample, alumina starts forming on the top of the surface
which results in a increase of resistance across the electrodes, indicating a high current
density as can be noted from section a of Figure2. 4.

Fig2.3: Schematic diagram of the net anodization current J resolved into two components:
(a) Jb, associated with the oxide formation process, and hence decreases with time and (b)
JP, associated with the oxide dissolution process and hence increases with time.
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Fig 2.4: Schematic of pore formation process at different stages of the anodization process
(Right) and the current density and various stages of the anodization process (Left).

However a second process starts developing at the same time which is the dissolution of
alumina. This process of dissolution starts the formation of pores on the top alumina
surface, but the rate of pore formation at this stage is smaller than the rate of oxidation
indicating a dip in the current density plot as seen in section b. After a certain time into
anodization, typically 5-8 seconds, the rate of pore growth increases in order to reach a
stable reaction, indicating a rise in the current density as in section c. Once the oxidation
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and dissolution process rates reach the equilibrium, we can observe a constant current
density during the anodization process as indicated in section d. At this stage the
nanoporous alumina membrane grows at a uniform rate and the anodization process can be
stopped after achieving a desired pore thickness by simply removing the bias voltage. It is
important to understand that because the oxidation process starts first, there is always an
alumina layer under the nanopores in the shape of uniform scallops, usually called the
barrier alumina layer.

Fig 2.5: Inverted cross section SEM image of the pores, showing the U shaped barrier layer
and the pore bottom.
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Figure 2.5 shows an inverted scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a nanoporous
alumina membrane after the unanodized aluminum is removed by a wet etching process.
The scallop shaped barrier layer can be seen on the top of the image and nanopores of
about 50nm in diameter can be seen below the barrier layer in the image.
The details of the anodization process are as follows. In our laboratory, anodization
of aluminum is carried out in commercially available Perkin Elmer flat cells. The
electropolished aluminum sheets to be anodized are loaded on one side of the cell and it
acts as an anode, while a platinum mesh on the other side of the cell acts as a cathode. A
typical experimental setup used to anodize aluminum sheets can be seen in the schematic
of Figure 2.6.

Fig 2.6: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for anodization
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Anodization of aluminum sheets in 15% sulfuric acid at 10V DC, 3% Oxalic acid at 40V,
5% Phosphoric acid at 100V results in nanopores of 10nm, 40nm and 100nm in diameters,
respectively. In Figure 2.7a-2.7c, we show the electron microscope images of the porous
alumina samples anodized using the electrolytes mentioned above.

Fig2.7a: Cross section TEM image of the sample anodized in 15% sulfuric acid at 10V.
Pore diameter here is about 10nm.
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Fig 2.7b: Top view SEM image of sample anodized in 3% oxalic acid at 40V.Pore
diameter is about 50nm.
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Fig 2.7c: Top view SEM image of sample anodized in 5% phosphoric acid at 50v.Pore
diameter here is about 100nm.
The diameter of the pores ‘D’ is dependent on the pH of the electrolyte and the anodization
voltages according to the equations given below respectively
D ∝ 2(1 + C × pH)

D = 3.64 +

------------------------------------------------- (2.1)

18.9V
(nm) ------------------------------------------------- (2.2)
α + β × c( H + )

where C is a system parameter constant, α and β are numerical constants dependant on the
system parameters, and c(H+) is the concentration of H+ ions in the electrolytes. The values
of α and β are 4.2 and 20.8 respectively [35]. The length of the pores or the thickness of
AAO ‘L’ is directly dependent on the time of anodization. The growth rate of AAO is
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approximately about 125nm for 1min of anodization for samples anodized in 3% oxalic
acid at 40V DC.
The regularity of the pores formed using a single step anodization process is limited
to domains in the polycrystalline aluminum. In order to fabricate highly uniform pores
there are several different techniques such as multi step anodization, molding techniques
etc., which were realized in the past by several research groups. The next section will
discuss the techniques that can be employed in order to fabricate highly uniform pores.

2.4 Highly ordered nanoporous templates:

The nanoporous templates formed by the anodization process as discussed above
results in ordered nanopore pattern. However this ordering is limited to individual domains
of roughly 1µm2 in area. These domains in the aluminum sample occur because of the
polycrystalline nature of aluminum. In order to obtain pores of high uniformity, several
techniques have been developed such as multi step anodization, molding, nanoindentation
and hard anodization etc. This section will discuss some of these techniques used to
fabricate highly ordered nanoporous alumina membranes.

2.4.1 Multi-step Anodization:

In order to obtain nanoporous alumina with high uniformity, Masuda et al, [32]
have shown a multi step anodization process which employs a three step anodization
process. The first step in this process is electropolishing of pure aluminum sheets and then
anodizing aluminum in electrolytes such as 3% oxalic or 15% sulfuric acid at suitable
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voltages. The anodization step is typically long and lasts for a minimum of 3 hours. This
anodization step produces long pores, but not highly ordered, throughout the anodized
area. As discussed earlier, a barrier alumina layer is formed under the pores and scalloped
aluminum surface results at the interface of the unanodized aluminum and the oxide. The
second step involves wet etching to remove the porous alumina membrane using a mixture
of 25% chromic and 5% oxalic acid in DI water at about 800C. This step is used to
completely etch away the porous membrane and expose the scalloped surface on top of the
aluminum. In the third step, this surface is used as the starting area for a second step of
anodization. This anodization typically lasts for few minutes depending on the required
pore lengths. The scallops at the aluminum interface acts as nucleation sites for pore
growth during the second anodization step. This second anodization results in highly
ordered nanoporous arrays resembling a honeycomb pattern.
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Fig 2.8a: 2 X 2 micron2 AFM image of single step anodized porous alumina membrane.
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Fig 2.8b: 1micron X 1micron AFM image of multi step anodized porous alumina template.
An atomic force microscope image of a single step anodized porous alumina
membranes can be seen in Figure 2.8a. Fig 2.8b is the AFM image of multi step anodized
porous alumina template. Long range ordering can be seen in the second image compared
to the first. Furthermore, this long range ordering also results in pores of uniform diameter
and length, enabling one to grow nanostructures with uniform material properties on a
large scale.
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2.5 Nanowire fabrication techniques:

Once the nanoporous templates are formed, different materials can be either grown
or deposited inside these nanopores. There are several methods of depositing materials
(metal, semiconductor, polymer, multilayers, etc) inside porous alumina templates [31-43].
The following section briefly discusses few of these methods.

2.5.1 AC Electrodeposition:

This is the standard technique used in the deposition of metals, semiconductors and
alloys. For most elemental metals, the electrolyte used is an aqueous solution (typically
0.1M) of the salt of the metal to be deposited inside the pores. Small amount of boric acid
is added to increase the conductivity of the solution. In general, the aqueous solution is of
the type MSO4, where M is a divalent metal element. The sulfate dissociates in the aqueous
solution into M++ and (SO4)

--

ions. During the negative cycle of the ac voltage applied

during electrodeposition, the M++ ion is reduced to zero valent metal M which goes
selectively into the pores since they offer the least impedance path for the ac
(displacement) current to flow. During the positive cycle of the ac voltage, the metal is not
re-oxidized to the ion M++ since alumina happens to be a valve metal oxide that conducts
only during the negative cycle. In the end, we are left with the metal element only within
the pores.
In the case for deposition of binary compound semiconductor materials whose
composition is of the form MX, the electrolyte used is typically a non aqueous solution
(e.g. Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)). AC electrodeposition leaves behind only the zero-
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valent cation M within the pores. The sample is then immersed in a boiling solution
containing the anion X. At the high temperature of the solution, the cation and anion react
to form the compound semiconductor within the pores. More details on the processes
involved in electrodeposition can be found elsewhere [31].

2.5.2 DC Electrodeposition:

The barrier layer does not conduct dc current and hence hinders dc
electrodeposition of any material within the pores. We use a “reverse polarity etch” (where
the anodization process is reversed in the sense that the aluminum becomes the cathode
and a counter electrode acts as the anode) to remove the barrier layer, thus facilitating the
dc electrodeposition. Controlled deposition of material is the major advantage with DC
electrodeposition. Reverse polarity etch technique was initially developed by Rabin et al,
where in the barrier layer was etched in 5% phosphoric acid by applying a negative bias of
about 2.25 V to the Al foil (Al is used as cathode). In order to suit our experimental
requirements, we perform reverse polarity etch by using 1% phosphoric acid and the
negative bias voltage is optimized so that it etches away only the barrier layer and does not
destroy the porous structure. Fig 3.1a is a top view SEM image of sample anodized using
3% Oxalic acid at 40V. Fig 3.1b is the bottom view SEM image of the sample, after
reverse polarity etch, showing that the pores have opened up from the bottom since the
barrier layer has been etched away. Using this etch technique, we have recently fabricated
ZnO nanowires [44]. Figure 2.9 shows a TEM image of a ZnO nanowire released on to a
TEM grid and Figure 2.9b shows a TEM image of a trilayered nanowire.
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Figure 2.9a: TEM image of a ZnO nanowire fabricated using DC electrodeposition
technique inside porous alumina membranes.
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Figure 2.9b: TEM image of a Ni/Cu/Co trilayered nanowire fabricated using sequential DC
electrodeposition technique inside porous alumina membranes [45]

2.5.3 Deposition of organic semiconductors in porous alumina membranes:

Organic semiconductors have potential applications in opto-electronics and
spintronics.

Recently,

using

thermal

evaporation,

we

have

deposited

organic

semiconductor Alq3 (tris-8 hydroxy quinoline aluminum) inside the porous matrix. The
pore diameter in this case is 50nm. The deposition rate ranges from 0.1-0.5nm/s and the
base pressure (during evaporation) is maintained at 10-6 Torr. Alq3 being a short-stranded
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molecule, gets transported inside the pores easily using this evaporation method. In the
case of porous membranes with pore diameter about 10-20nm, depositing materials inside
the pores using thermal evaporation is extremely difficult because of the small pore
opening.

2.5.4 Atomic Layer Deposition in porous alumina:

Atomic layer epitaxy or atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a technique used to
deposit thin films of various materials in a gas phase. The working principle of the ALD is
same as that of a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique, but it releases chemical
vapors of the precursor materials into the sample chamber at various time pulses and the
gases formed during the chemical reaction are purged out after every cycle. This results in
self terminating chemical reactions at the surfaces and accommodates growth of single
monolayers of the desired material. Reference [43] has reported atomic layer deposition of
TiO2 and ZrO2 nanotubes in commercially available polycarbonate membranes with
200nm pore diameters and 12µm in length. These structures have potential applications in
nanoelectronics.

CHAPTER 3 Spin transport studies in Germanium Nanowire spin
valves1
Overview:
In this chapter we present the experimental study of spin transport in nanowire spin
valve structures consisting of three layers – cobalt, germanium and nickel. This study is
conducted to demonstrate spin transport in nanowires of a technologically important elemental
semiconductor (Ge) and study the spin relaxation rates in this material. This study also allowed
us to establish that the dominant spin relaxation mechanism in Ge nanowires is the ElliottYafet mode. The nanowire spin valves were fabricated using nanoporous alumina technique as
described in the previous chapter. Magnetoresistance measurements allowed us to determine
the spin relaxation length (or the spin diffusion length) in the Ge spacer layer at different
temperatures. The spin diffusion length was found to be about 400 nm at 1.9 K and the
corresponding spin relaxation time is about 4 nanoseconds. At 100 K, the spin diffusion length
drops to 180 nm and the relaxation time is about 0.81 nanoseconds. These short relaxation
times, which depend weakly on temperature, are caused by strong surface roughness scattering
that causes rapid spin relaxation via the Elliott-Yafet mode.

1

This work was published as

[ * ] S.Patibandla, S.Pramanik, S.Bandyopadhyay, G.C.Tepper, J. Appl. Phys., 100,
044303 (2006). [52]
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3.1 Introduction:

Germanium is an elemental semiconductor with no crystallographic inversion
asymmetry. Therefore, the Dresselhaus spin-orbit interaction is ideally absent in pure
Germanium and only the Rashba spin-orbit interaction can be present. This should
suppress both Elliott-Yafet and D’yakonov-Perel’ spin relaxation modes since both of
these mechanisms arise from spin-orbit interaction. Therefore, we expect the electron spin
relaxation time to be long in Germanium.
D’yakonov-Perel’ (DP) and Elliott-Yafet (EY) relaxation mechanisms have a
strong dependence on dimensionality. These dependences are opposite for the two
mechanisms. The DP mechanism is suppressed by quasi one dimensional confinement [4648] while the EY mechanism may be exacerbated because of an increase in the momentum
relaxation rate due to frequent surface roughness scattering in 1-d structures. Thus, it can
be expected that the EY mechanism is predominant over DP in a quasi one-dimensional
system such as a nanowire. Furthermore, if the momentum relaxing scattering events
causing the EY spin relaxation are mostly elastic (such as surface roughness scattering),
then we expect the momentum relaxation rate to be relatively temperature independent. In
that case, the spin relaxation rate will be relatively temperature independent as well since
in the EY mechanism, the spin relaxation rate has the same temperature dependence as the
momentum relaxation rate [49-51]. In order to study the interplay between DP and EY
mechanisms in a quasi 1-d structure, we fabricated nanowire spin valves using template
based self assembly.
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3.2 Sample Fabrication:

We fabricated nanowire spin valve structures, each consisting of a Ge spacer
between Co and Ni contacts. The nanowires have a diameter of 50 nm. The devices are self
assembled using electrochemistry. We start with a high purity (99.997%) metallic
aluminum foil (0.1 mm thick), which is electropolished in a suitable organic solution [33]
to produce a mirror like surface. An anodic alumina film with highly ordered nanopores is
then formed on this electropolished surface by a multi-step anodization procedure [53].
The anodization conditions (e.g. the nature of the acidic electrolyte, anodization voltage,
etc.) determine the dimensions of the nanopores. In this work we have used 0.3M oxalic
acid as the electrolyte and the anodization voltage has been kept constant at 40V dc. Under
these conditions we get a porous alumina film forming on the surface of the aluminum
which has a nominal pore diameter of 50 nm.

Figure3.1a: SEM micrograph of the top view of porous alumina templates used to fabricate
the nanowire spin valves.
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Figure 3.1b: Atomic Force Micrograph of the barrier alumina at the bottom of the pores
after the aluminum is etched using wet etching.

Figure 3.1c: SEM micrograph of the bottom of the porous alumina membranes after the
reverse polarity etching and the aluminum etched.
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Fig. 3.1(a) shows a scanning electron micrograph of the pores viewed from the top.
Anodization was carried out for 10 minutes which results in an alumina film of thickness
~1 μm, so that the pores are ~ 1 μm deep. There is a 40-50 nm thick “barrier layer” at the
bottom of the pores (see Fig. 3.1(b)) which is a barrier to current flow along the length of
the pores. This layer is removed by a “reverse polarity etching” technique [39] using a dc
voltage of 35 V. Fig. 3.1(c) shows the etched porous film viewed from the bottom after
stripping off the Al foil in HgCl2 solution. Note that reverse polarity etching has opened up
some (but not all) pores from the bottom, meaning that the “barrier layer” has been
successfully removed in some cases.
We synthesize the spin valves by sequentially electrodepositing Ni, Ge and Co
inside the pores. Electrodeposition of Ni and Co are carried out in dilute aqueous solutions
of the metal-sulfate salt with slightly acidic pH. A small dc bias of +3 V is applied at a
platinum counter electrode with respect to the aluminum foil. Since the Al foil is at a
negative potential, the Co++ or Ni++ ions in solution preferentially electrodeposit within the
pores since they offer the least resistance path for the current to flow. Small deposition
current (~ μA) ensures slow and well-controlled electrodeposition of metals inside the
pores. We calibrated the deposition rate of each metal. To achieve this, we monitored the
deposition current during electrodeposition of each metal inside an anodic alumina film of
known pore length. The deposition current increases drastically when the pores are
completely filled up. The average deposition rate is then determined by calculating the
ratio of pore length to pore filling time. According to this calibration, thicknesses of Ni and
Co layers in the spin valves are estimated to be ~ 300 nm and ~ 500 nm, respectively.
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Germanium is electrodeposited within the pores following the method of reference
[54, 55]. We use an electrolyte consisting of a mixture of an ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium-hexafluorophosphate (BMIPF6), GeI4 crystals and 250ml of Dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) at concentrations of about 10-2M. GeI4 does not dissolve in water, but
dissolves in this solution. In order to increase the conductivity of the electrolyte and
promote ionization of GeI4 to produce Ge+4, a small amount of lithium perchlorate is
added. The mixture is stirred overnight and electrodeposition is carried out at 700C with a
3V DC bias for 6 to 8 seconds. The samples are then rinsed in DI water and annealed at
about 2000C for 12 hours to establish a good ohmic contact between the metal and Ge
surfaces.
The characterization of these spin valves is conducted using a TEM. The porous
alumina matrix which is used to fabricate the nanowire heterostructures is dissolved in 1%
sodium hydroxide solution. The solution is then centrifuged to collect the wires at the
bottom of the solution. The nanowires are then separated from the solution, rinsed in DI
water and centrifuged again to collect the wires at the bottom of the solution. These
nanowires are then collected on TEM grids for imaging. Fig. 3.2a shows a TEM
micrograph of such fabricated nanowires and 3.2b shows a magnified TEM micrograph of
the spin valve. The Ge layer is found to have a thickness of 220 nm. The total length of a
nanowire is then approximately 1.02 μm, which is very close to the estimated pore length
of ~ 1μm. This fabrication process results in a two dimensional array of tri-layered
nanowires vertically standing in an insulating alumina matrix. The surface of the sample is
then slightly etched in 0.2M chromic and 0.4M phosphoric acid at 700 C in order to expose
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the nanowire tips for electrical contact. A very small fraction of the nanowires are exposed
by this process. Finally, contacts are made to the top (Co layer) and bottom (Al) using
silver paste and gold wires. Using this technique, only few nanowires are electrically
connected [56]. The contact areas are ~ 1 mm x 1 mm.

Ni

Ge

Co

Figure3.2a: TEM image of a single trilayered Ni/Ge/Co nanowire spin valve.
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Figure 3.2b: Higher magnification of the trilayered Ni/Ge/Co nanowire spin valve.

3.3 Results and Discussions

Magnetoresistance of the nanowire spin valves is measured in a Quantum Design
Physical Property Measurement System. Sample temperature is varied in the range of 1.9100K while a magnetic field is applied along the length of the nanowires. In the
experiments, the field is swept from –6kOe to +6kOe. Magnetoresistance is measured with
a constant current source of 10μA.
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3.3.1 Low temperature transport measurements

We first note that the sample resistance is fairly temperature-independent and varies from
1215 Ω at 1.9 K to 1298 Ω at 100 K. This immediately tells us that the Ge layer is not
behaving as an intrinsic semiconductor whose carrier concentration should vary with
temperature as ~ exp [-Eg/2kT] (Eg = bandgap).

Figure 3.3a: Magnetoresistance plots of Ni/Ge/Co nanowire spin valves at 1.9K
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Figure 3.3b: Magnetoresistance plots of Ni/Ge/Co nanowire spin valves at 5K.

Figure 3.3c: Magnetoresistance plots of Ni/Ge/Co nanowire spin valves at 100K
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Presumably, the fabrication process creates numerous surface states at the interface of the
Ge nanowires and alumina. These states pin the Fermi level well above the conduction
band, making the electron concentration in Ge very large (metal-like) and also temperature
independent. Nanowires have a large surface to volume ratio and therefore the surface
states have a major effect on carrier concentration. These surface states are electrically
charged and therefore result in much increased Coulomb scattering (a strong momentum
relaxing mechanism), which becomes a major contributor to the EY spin relaxation. The
resistance of the device actually increases slightly with increasing temperature, rather than
decreasing. This is metallic behavior and we believe that it is due to phonon scattering
increasing with increasing temperature.
The measured magnetoresistance data at temperatures of 1.9 K, 5 K and 100 K are
shown in Figs. 3.3(a) – 3.3(c). There is a background negative magnetoresistance which is
caused by the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) effect frequently observed in these
structures [57]. Reference [58] used a non-local measurement geometry to eliminate the
AMR effect, but our samples are not amenable to such procedures. In spite of the large
AMR effect (1% in the field range 0 to 0.6 Tesla), we can clearly see tell-tale resistance
peaks whose leading and trailing edges occur at fields approximately corresponding to the
coercive fields of the Co and Ni nanomagnets [59, 60]. These peaks are undoubtedly
caused by the “spin valve effect”. Between the coercive fields of Co and Ni, the
magnetizations of the two ferromagnets are anti-parallel. Therefore, one contact injects
spins of a particular polarization and the other contact blocks them. Consequently, the
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device resistance is high. Outside this field range, the magnetizations are parallel so that
the device resistance is low. This causes the resistance peak.

3.3.2 Spin relaxation rates in germanium

We estimated the spin relaxation length in the Ge spacer from the measured resistance
change ΔR associated with the spin valve peak. We follow the model of ref. [57, 58]
modified for the classical spin valve geometry:

λ N ⎛⎜⎝ L 2 λ ⎞⎟⎠
2α
e
σNA
ΔR =
(M + 1)[M sinh (L / 2λ N ) + cosh(L / 2λ N )]
2
F

Where M =

N

(3.1)

σ −σ↓
λ N σ F (1 − α F2 )
, αF = ↑
defined as bulk current spin polarization of
λF σ N
σ↑ +σ↓

the ferromagnetic electrodes (assuming they are made of same material), σ↑ (σ↓) indicates
the spin up (down) conductivity of the ferromagnet, σN (σF) denote the total conductivity of
the Ge (ferromagnetic) layer, λN, λF is the spin diffusion length in the Ge (ferromagnetic)
layer, L=200nm is the distance between the two ferromagnetic electrodes (thickness of the
Ge layer) and A is the cross sectional area through which current flows. We proceed as
follows to calculate λN:
Consider a Ni-Ge-Co trilayered nanowire of overall length 1.02μm. Length of Co =
500nm,

length

of

Ge

=

220

nm

and

length

of

Ni

=

300nm.

We

assume σ Ni = σ Co = 10 5 (Ωm) −1 . This is an order of magnitude smaller than the bulk
conductivities, but is appropriate for nanowires where increased surface roughness
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scattering degrades mobility considerably. The conductivity of Ge (σGe) in these structures
is unknown. We will also assume α F = 0.375 (“average” spin polarization of Ni (33%) and
Co electrodes (42%) [61] and λ (spin relaxation length in the ferromagnets) = 5 nm [62].
F

Diameter of the trilayered nanowire is 50 nm. Thus the resistance of a single nanowire in
terms of σ Ge is given by:
Rsin gle = 4074.3661 +

101.8592 × 10 6

σ Ge

in ohms with σGe expressed in (Ωm)-1. The first term

is the resistance due to the metallic ferromagnets and the last term is the resistance of Ge.
If we assume m nanowires are electrically contacted from both sides. Measured device
resistance ~ 1215Ω. Thus Rsingle/RN=1215, and using the above values and the calculated
ΔR

RN

we can find the spin diffusion length λN.

In calculating the spin diffusion time, we have used the relation λN = (D τ) 1/2 where D is
⎛1⎞
the diffusion constant = ⎜ ⎟ν F2 τ m . Here τ is the momentum relaxation time and νF is the
.
m
⎝ 3⎠

fermi velocity in Ge. To calculateν F , we use the relations:
n=

k F3

3π 2

, ν F = (h / 2m * )k F and

σ Ge = ne 2τ m / m * ,
where n is the carrier concentration in Ge, k is the Fermi wave vector and m* is the
F

average of the longitudinal and transverse electron effective mass in Ge (= 0.861 times the
free electron mass). Assuming a reasonable value for τ m = 10 −14 sec , we obtain n = 3 x 1026
m-3 and v = 1.12 x 105 m/sec. This means D = 4 x 10-5 m2/sec. Using this value, we have
F
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obtained the spin relaxation time τ. Figure 3.4 shows the plot of spin diffusion lengths and
spin diffusion times at different temperatures. Using a perturbative approach, Elliott

Figure 3.4: Spin relaxation lengths (left axis, solid triangles) and spin relaxation times
(right axis, dotted) at various temperatures calculated from the magnetoresistance data.
showed that a relation can be obtained between τm and τ [50] in the case of the Elliott-Yafet
mechanism:

τm ⎛ κ ⎞
∝⎜
⎟
τ
⎝ ΔE ⎠

2

(3.2)

Where κ is the spin orbit coupling constant for a specific energy band (conduction band)
and ΔE is the energy separation to the nearest band (valence band). Yafet has shown that
the above relation is temperature independent [50] so that the temperature dependence of τ
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must track the temperature dependence of τ since both κ and ΔE are relatively temperature
m

independent.
We note that τ is relatively temperature independent in the range 5 K – 100 K since
it varies by a factor of 5 while the temperature varies by a factor of 50. Therefore τm must
also be relatively temperature independent. Reference [49] found a T

-5

temperature

dependence of the spin relaxation time (and therefore also the momentum relaxation time)
in accordance with the Bloch-Gruneisen law. Their major momentum relaxing mechanism
was phonon scattering. In our case, phonon scattering is obviously not dominant since the
temperature dependence is very weak. That leaves electron-electron scattering, impurity
scattering and surface roughness scattering (which includes scattering due to surface states
causing a “roughness” in the surface potential) as possible mechanisms driving spin
relaxation. Electron-electron scattering rate is temperature dependent and therefore can be
eliminated as the major source. Consequently, we believe that impurity and surface
roughness scattering, which are both elastic mechanisms and relatively temperature
independent, are the main culprits. The latter is probably the dominant mechanism since
nanowires have a very large surface to volume ratio and therefore surface roughness
scattering is frequent.

3.4 Conclusions:

In conclusion, we have studied spin transport in Ge nanowires. The primary spin
relaxation mechanism appears to be the Elliott-Yafet mode associated with frequent
surface roughness scattering. The spin diffusion length in Ge nanowires is slightly larger
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than that in carbon nanotubes (~ 130 nm at 5K [62]). Thus, Ge nanowires offer an
interesting alternative to carbon nanotubes in applications involving spintronics.

CHAPTER 4 Electrochemically Self Assembled Mn-doped Germanium
Dilute Magnetic Semiconductor nanowires as spin injectors.1
Overview:

In this chapter we show ferromagnetism in electrochemically self assembled Mndoped Germanium nanowires of diameter 50 nm. They are formed within pores of an
anodic alumina film produced by anodizing an aluminum foil in 0.3M oxalic acid with an
anodizing voltage of 40 V dc. The Ge1-XMnX nanowires are electrodeposited selectively
within the pores using a very simple electrochemical technique. Using this technique size
controlled nanowires can be formed for applications in spintronics. The magnetic moment
versus magnetic field curves of these wires show hysterisis up to a temperature of 200 K.
The measured coercivity at a temperature of 1.9 K is 450 Oersteds and the ratio of remnant
magnetization to saturated magnetization is about 0.75. These wires can serve as a source
of spin polarized electrons for spintronic devices, especially those based on quantum wires.

4.1 Introduction:

It has been known for some time that transition metal doped narrow gap
semiconductors could be ferromagnetic and behave as dilute magnetic semiconductors
(DMS). When a portion of atoms in semiconductors are replaced by magnetic impurities,
they produce local magnetic moments in the semiconductors. These magnetic moments

[*] 1 This work was published as S.Patibandla and S.Bandyopadhyay, Submitted (2008)
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usually arise from the 3d open shells of the transition metals and in case of rare earths such
as lanthanides they arise from the 4f open shells. These materials could act as a source of
spin-polarized electrons for spintronic devices which require spin injection from external
contacts. Mn-doped Ge was predicted to be a DMS material by Dietl, et al. [63] and was
studied theoretically by Kudrnovsky, et al. [64] who confirmed its ferromagnetic nature.
Ferromagnetism in Ge1-XMnX was demonstrated recently in epitaxial thin films [65, 66]
and nanotubes [67]. This was followed by demonstration of ferromagnetism in Ge1-XMnX
nanowires up to room temperature [68]. Ab initio calculations of the magnetic properties
of Ge1-XMnX nanowires have also been reported [69]. This prompted us to study
ferromagnetic properties of Ge1-XMnX nanowires synthesized using electrochemical routes.

Reference [70] synthesized Ge1-XMnX nanowires using porous anodic alumina films
containing pores of 35-60 nm diameter. The wires were produced within the pores by a
complicated

super-critical

fluid

technique.

Diphenylgermane

and

dimanganese

decacarbonyl were degraded in supercritical carbon dioxide at 5000 C and the resulting
byproduct was absorbed within the pores to form the nanowires. In contrast, we have used
a simpler and user-friendly approach to synthesize Ge1-XMnX nanowires within 50-nm
diameter pores of anodic alumina films. This process produces a well-ordered array of
vertically standing Ge1-XMnX nanowires within an alumina matrix. The diameter of each
nanowire is about 50 nm and the length is about 1 μm, resulting in an aspect ratio 20:1.
Measurement of the magnetization loops of these nanowires has shown that they are
ferromagnetic to at least a temperature of 200 K. These nanowires can be a source of spin
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polarized electrons at low temperatures for quasi one-dimensional spintronic devices such
as spin field effect transistors [69].

4.2 Fabrication of DMS nanowires:

Fabrication starts with self assembly of the anodic alumina films. They are
produced by first electropolishing a 99.994% pure Al foil (0.1 mm thick) in perchloric
acid, butyl cellusolve, ethanol and distilled water in a Buehler electropolisher to reduce the
surface roughness to less than 3 nm as determined by atomic force micrography [70]. The
electropolished foil is then anodized in 0.3 M oxalic acid at room temperature in a PerkinElmer flat cell using an anodizing voltage of 40 V dc, leading to the formation of a
nanoporous alumina film on the surface of the Al foil [71]. This film contains a well
ordered array of pores of diameter 50±1 nm. The anodization is carried out for 10 minutes
which results in a film of thickness ~ 1 μm, so that the length of the pores is slightly
shorter than 1 µm.
At the bottom of the pores, there is a thin layer of alumina known as a “barrier
layer” (see Fig. 2.5). This layer is an impediment to dc electrodeposition of nanowires
within the pores since it blocks flow of dc current along the length of the pores. It is
therefore removed by a reverse polarity etching technique described in ref. [72]. Mn-doped
Ge is then selectively electrodeposited within the pores using the method of references [7375]. We use an electrolyte consisting of a mixture of an ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium-hexafluorophosphate (BMIPF6), GeI4 crystals (source of Ge), MnSO4 (source
of Mn), and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at concentrations of 10-2M. GeI4 does not dissolve
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in water, but dissolves in this electrolyte. In order to increase the conductivity of the
electrolyte, a small amount of lithium perchlorate is added to the mixture. The mixture is
stirred overnight and selective electrodeposition within the pores is carried out at 700 C
with a 3 V dc bias for 6-8 seconds. The negative terminal of the dc source driving the
electrodeposition is connected to the aluminum foil and the positive terminal is connected
to a counter electrode immersed in the electrolyte. The Ge+4 and Mn2+ ions in the solution
go into the pores since they offer the least resistance path for the dc current to flow. These
ions form the Mn-doped Ge nanowires. The samples are rinsed in deionized water and
annealed at 2000 C for 12 hours to anneal crystal defects as much as possible. The final
product is an array of vertically standing polycrystalline Ge1-XMnX nanowires housed
within an alumina matrix.

4.3 Results and Discussions

The magnetization characteristics of the nanowire arrays are measured in a
Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System consisting of a superconducting
magnet (7 Tesla) housed within a liquid helium cryostat with a base temperature of 1.9 K.
The magnetization (M) versus the magnetic field (H) curves are shown in Fig. 4.1. The
curves are hysteretic, but irregular in shape indicating that there is some diamagnetism
(possibly from the alumina host) mixed in with the ferromagnetic signals. Nonetheless,
there is clear evidence of ferromagnetism up to a temperature of 200 K. The Curie
temperature of these DMS nanowires is about 200 K and no hysterisis behavior can be
observed above this temperature.
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Figure 4.1: M Vs H loops of Ge1-XMnX nanowires measured at various temperatures from
1.9K to 300K.

4.3.1 Temperature dependence of magnetic properties

In Fig. 4.2, we plot the coercivity HC and the ratio of remnant magnetization to saturation
magnetization (Mr/Ms) as a function of temperature. The Y-axis on the left side shows the
coercivity (HC) of the manganese doped germanium nanowires and the right side shows the
remanence ratio of the nanowires at various temperatures on the x-axis. The maximum
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coercivity that we have measured (at the lowest temperature of 1.9 K) is 450 Oersteds and
the maximum remanence ratio Mr/Ms is about 0.75.

Figure 4.2: Coercivity (Hc) vs. temperature (left axis, solid circles), Mr/Ms Vs temperature
(right axis, dotted line).
Because of this ferromagnetic behavior and ability of generate spin polarized carriers they
are very attractive for spintronic device applications. Employing dilute magnetic
semiconductors as spin injectors also reduces the conductivity mismatch problem typically
found when ferromagnetic metals are used as contacts. We have also conducted some spin
transport experiments using manganese doped germanium nanowires as spin injectors and
spin detectors. The structure of the spin valves is similar to that of the Ni/Ge/Co nanowire
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discussed in the previous chapter. Figure 4.3 shows a typical magnetoresistance data at a
temperature of 5K measured in these structures. Spin transport experiments conducted on
these samples did not show any spin injection.

Figure 4.3: Magnetoresistance data measured in MnGe/Ge/MnGe nanowire spin valves.

4.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we report ferromagnetism in Ge1-XMnX nanowires up to a temperature of
200 K. These nanowires were fabricated by a very simple electrochemical synthesis and
can serve as a source for spin polarized electrons for spintronic devices. The spin transport
measurements performed in these nanowire spin valve samples did not show significant
magnetoresistance (figure 4.3). Future work in the group will involve development of
spintronic devices with Ge1-XMnX spin injectors.

CHAPTER 5 Spin transport in High Purity Germanium using Tunnel
Injectors.1
Overview

The two most important spin relaxation channels for electrons in technologically important
semiconductors are the D'yakonov-Perel' (DP) and the Elliott-Yafet (EY) mechanisms. In
the former, the spin relaxation rate increases with increasing carrier mobility, while in the
latter, it decreases. Consequently, the DP mechanism should dominate in high mobility
samples and the EY mechanism in low mobility ones. To test this hypothesis, we have
measured the spin relaxation time in ultra high purity single crystal bulk Germanium
(HPGe) and low purity polycrystalline Germanium nanowires (GeNW) of 50 nm diameter.
These measurements have been carried out over a temperature range of 5 - 50 K. In high
mobility HPGe, the spin relaxation time was found to increase monotonically with
temperature, indicating that the spin relaxation rate increases with mobility. In low
mobility GeNW, the spin relaxation time decreases with increasing temperature, indicating
that the spin relaxation rate decreases with increasing mobility. All this is consistent with
the EY mode being dominant in low-mobility GeNW and the DP mode in high-mobility
HPGe. The spin relaxation rate in HPGe is also found to be almost three orders of
magnitude larger than in GeNW, which establishes the DP mechanism to be much more
effective in relaxing spin than the EY mode.
1

This work was submitted for publication as
[ * ] S.Patibandla, G.M.Atkinson, G.C.Tepper, S.Bandyopadhyay, J. Appl. Phys., submitted, (2008).
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5.1. Introduction

The two major spin relaxation mechanisms of electrons in most semiconductors are
the D'yakonov-Perel' (DP) [27] and the Elliott-Yafet (EY) [28] modes. These two
mechanisms have very different origins and can be distinguished by the dependence of the
spin relaxation rate on the carrier mobility. The DP relaxation rate increases with mobility
and the EY relaxation rate decreases [76]. As a result, the former should dominate in high
mobility materials and the latter in low mobility ones.
Additionally, the DP relaxation mechanism has a strong dimensional dependence.
It is suppressed in quasi one-dimensional structures [77-80] because of phase space
constriction. Thus, if we fabricate low mobility nanowires of a given material, then we
expects the EY mode to dominate in them, while in high mobility bulk samples of the same
material, we expect the DP mode to dominate. To test this hypothesis, we have measured
the spin relaxation rate in high purity single crystal bulk Germanium (HPGe) and low
purity polycrystalline Germanium nanowires (GeNW) as a function of temperature in the
range 5 - 50 K. The spin relaxation rate is found to decrease with increasing temperature in
HPGe which is consistent with the DP mode since the carrier mobility decreases with
increasing temperature. On the other hand, the spin relaxation rate increases with
increasing temperature in GeNW which is consistent with the EY mode. This is direct
experimental evidence in support of the fact that the DP mode dominates in high mobility
samples and the EY mode in low mobility samples because of the opposite dependence on
mobility of the spin relaxation rate in these two modes.
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The spin relaxation rate in GeNW of 50 nm diameter was reported by us in the past
[81]. Those samples were prepared by electrodepositing Germanium selectively within 50
nm diameter pores of a porous anodic alumina film produced by anodizing aluminum in
oxalic acid. The measured spin relaxation rate in GeNW increased monotonically from 109
S-1 to 1.23×109 S-1 as the temperature increased from 5 to 100 K. Since mobility decreases
with increasing temperature, the spin relaxation rate increased with decreasing mobility
which is consistent with the EY mode. The increase in the spin relaxation rate with
temperature was small (23%) because the mobility in GeNW is primarily determined by
scattering from interface states that has, if anything, a weak temperature dependence.
Nonetheless, the increase was distinct and easily discernible. The GeNW are known to be
polycrystalline. As a result, an electron in GeNW can experience EY relaxation even
though Germanium is an elemental semiconductor with inversion symmetry. Furthermore,
in the nanowires, the mobility is poor because of the large concentration of interface states.
As a result, we expect the Elliott-Yafet mode to be the dominant mechanism of spin
relaxation in GeNW, which turned out to be the case.
In contrast, the DP mode should be dominant in high mobility HPGe samples. The DP
relaxation is caused by Dresselhaus [23] and Rashba [20] spin orbit interactions. The
former should be absent in very pure single crystal Germanium since it is an elemental
semiconductor with bulk crystallographic inversion symmetry, but the latter can be present
due to local electric fields causing structural inversion asymmetry. The local electric fields
could arise from space charges associated with band bending near a contact/semiconductor
interface.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic band diagram of the fabricated structure to study the spin transport
in high purity germanium.

5.2 Sample Fabrication

To measure the spin relaxation time in HPGe samples, we fabricated a lateral spin valve
structure with HPGe as the spacer layer and two ferromagnetic contacts composed of
Fe20Ni80 and Co. The schematic of the band diagram of the fabricated spin transport device
is shown in Fig. 5.1.

5.2.1 Lateral spin valves using microfabrication

The HPGe wafers, supplied by Virginia Semiconductor Inc., USA, were cut from a gamma
ray detector core to produce the highest purity material. A 0.6 nm thick layer of Al2O3 was
deposited on the wafer using atomic layer deposition with tri-methyl-aluminum as the
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precursor. Subsequently, interdigitated fingers of Fe20Ni80 and Co were delineated on the
top surface using multi-level photolithography and metal evaporation. The spacing
between the edges of adjacent fingers was maintained at 1.2 - 1.5 µm so that the distance
electrons had to travel between adjacent contacts was slightly larger than 1µm. Fig. 5.2 and
5.3 shows the optical interference images of top view and the angled view respectively, of
the inter-digitated fingers on high purity germanium substrate taken using a Veeco optical
profilometer.

Figure 5.2: Optical Profilometer image of the interdigitated spin injector and detector
fingers on a high purity germanium substrate (top view).
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Figure 5.3: Optical Profilometer image of the interdigitated spin injector and detector
fingers on a high purity germanium substrate (angled view).

5.3 Results and Discussions:

The magnetoresistance of the lateral spin valve structure was measured in a
Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System consisting of a 7 Tesla
superconducting magnet housed in a liquid helium cryostat. Measurements were taken at
four temperatures of 5 K, 10 K, 25 K and 50 K.
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Figure 5.4: Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3/HPGe/Co spin valves with
tunneling injectors measured at 5K.

Figure 5.5: Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3/HPGe/Co spin valves with
tunneling injectors measured at 10K.
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Figure 5.6: Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3/HPGe/Co spin valves with
tunneling injectors measured at 25K.

Figure 5.7: Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3/HPGe/Co spin valves with
tunneling injectors measured at 50K.
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The magnetoresistance traces at four different temperatures are shown in Figs. 5.45.7. There is a background negative magnetoresistance possibly originating from the
anisotropic

magnetoresistance

effect,

but

superimposed

on

the

background

magnetoresistance are clear spin valve peaks occurring between fields of magnitude ~ 200
Oersteds and ~ 700 Oersteds. These fields decrease slightly with increasing temperature.
Since these fields are the known coercive fields of Fe20Ni80 and Co (which decrease
slightly with increasing temperature), we can unambiguously assign these peaks to the spin
valve effect. From the measured heights of the peaks, we can ascertain the spin diffusion
length using the modified Jullière formula [10]
Δ R
R

=

2 P1 P 2 e

− L

L

− L

s

(5.1)

1 − P1 P 2 e
where ΔR is the height of the spin valve peak above the background resistance, R is the
L

s

background resistance, P1 and P2 are the spin polarizations at the Fermi energy in the FeNi
and Co contacts, L is the distance between edges of the contact (1.2 - 1.5 µm), and LS is the
spin diffusion length.

5.3.1 Spin relaxation in high purity germanium

Equation (1) can be applied to our spin-valve structure since electrons from the injecting
contact tunnel through the Al2O3 layer into the HPGe with their spin polarization nearly
intact. Therefore, the spin polarization of electrons entering the HPGe layer is
approximately P1. These electrons then drift and diffuse through the HPGe layer with an
exponentially decaying spin polarization and arrive at the second contact with a spin
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polarization P1e-L/LS. Finally, they tunnel through the Schottky barrier at the second
contact. This model, adapted from ref. [82], allows us to use Equation (1) with confidence.
We use the values P1 = 0.45 (for FeNi) and P2 = 0.33 (for Co) [83] in order to find LS.
From the measured LS, we estimate the spin relaxation time using the relation
Ls = D S τ S

(5.2)

where DS is the spin diffusion coefficient. The spin diffusion coefficient need not be equal
to the charge diffusion coefficient, particularly in quasi one-dimensional samples [83], but
they are not too different in bulk. Therefore, we can estimate the spin relaxation time
roughly
L2S qL2S
τS ≈
=
D kTμ

(5.3)

where D is the charge diffusion coefficient related to the drift mobility µ by the Einstein
relation D = (kT/q)µ, where kT is the thermal energy. The drift mobility in high purity
Germanium as a function of temperature has been reported in ref. [84]. Using these values,
we can extract the spin relaxation times which are plotted as a function of temperature in
Fig. 4. For comparison, we have also plotted the spin relaxation times measured in GeNW
as reported in ref. [81].
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of spin relaxation times of HPGe and GeNWs at different
temperatures.
From Fig. 5.8, we see that the spin relaxation time increases with increasing temperature in
HPGe, while it decreases with increasing temperature in GeNW. As discussed earlier, the
latter is consistent with the EY mechanism. The former, however, is consistent with the DP
mechanism since mobility always decreases with increasing temperature. Thus, we have
established the fact that the EY mechanism dominates in low mobility samples and the DP
mechanism in high mobility samples of the same semiconductor.

5.4 Conclusions

The most interesting point to note in Fig. 5.8 is that the spin relaxation time in the high
mobility sample is almost three orders of magnitude shorter than what it is in the low
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mobility samples. This suggests that the DP mechanism is far more effective than the EY
mechanism in relaxing spin. Thus, quasi one-dimensional structures, where the DP
mechanism is suppressed, are always preferable for spin based devices where long spin
lifetimes are desirable.

CHAPTER 6 Spin transport in Organic spin valves using tunnel injectors
Overview:

In this chapter we show the spin transport experiments in nanoscale tris (8hydroxy) quinoline aluminum (Alq3) organic spin valves with tunnel injectors and also 2D
structures. The spin valves with structures NiFe/Al2O3/Alq3/Co which are 50nm in
diameter were fabricated using nanoporous alumina technique. And the 2D samples are
fabricated using conventional microfabrication techniques. We tested samples with two
different Al2O3 barrier thicknesses so as to selectively inject the s- and d- electrons from
the ferromagnets. Spin transport experiments conducted in both 1D and 2D samples with
0.6nm thin Al2O3 barrier show spin injection (normal spin valve signal) into the organic
semiconductor, how ever samples with a thicker Al2O3 barrier of 1.7nm, does not show any
spin injection. The calculated spin relaxation length is about 24nm at 5K and the
temperature dependence of the spin relaxation rates is presented in this chapter. To our
knowledge this is first ever demonstration of nanoscale spin valves with tunnel injectors.
The details of the sample fabrication techniques and the spin transport experiments are
discussed in this chapter.
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6.1 Introduction:

Organic semiconductors have received considerable attention since their discovery
and are widely studied for applications in low cost organic light emitting diodes, organic
solar cells, organic transistors and other flexible electronic devices. Among these organic
semiconductors, the π - conjugated organic molecule tris (8-hydroxy) quinoline aluminum
(Alq3) has attracted more attention because of its electronic properties and its use as
electron transport layers in organic light emitting diodes [72]. Much is known about the
synthesis of these materials and the charge transport properties but there is a need to study
these materials for spintronic device applications. Tris (8-hydroxy) quinoline aluminum
(C27H18N3O3Al) consists of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen and aluminum which are
light elements, because of which the spin-orbit interaction in Alq3 is typically very weak,
which should result in long spin relaxation times [73]. Other organic materials such as
pentacene, thiophene etc., were also studied by other groups [74] for spintronic device
applications. Organic semiconductors with long spin relaxation times could lead to
spintronic devices that are inexpensive and versatile, as well as superior in their
performance. Already some efforts have been made to combine optics with spintronics in
organics leading to a new field of opto-spintronics [75].
Reference [90] reported electron spin polarized tunneling through an ultra thin
layer (~2nm) of tris-(8-hydroxy-quinolinolato) aluminum (Alq3). They showed significant
tunnel magnetoresistance in a magnetic tunnel junction with a device structure consisting
of Co/Al2O3/Alq3/NiFe. This tunneling effect was observed even at room temperature and
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it improved significantly at low temperatures. For detailed understanding of the origin of
the magnetoresistance peaks observed in Alq3 we have studied the effect of tunneling
barrier at the interface of the spin injector and the spacer. The tunneling barrier serves two
purposes: (1) first, it improves spin injection efficiency by overcoming the notorious
“resistance mismatch problem” associated with spin injection [91-93], and (2) second, it, in
principle, allows us to selectively inject s- or d-electrons from the ferromagnetic injector
(Co or Ni) into the organic. A thin tunnel barrier injects mostly d-electrons, while a thicker
barrier injects most s-electrons. The d-electrons are much more numerous than the selectrons at the Fermi energy of the injecting ferromagnet (Co or Ni) because of the higher
density of states, but because they have a larger effective mass, their tunneling probability
through the barrier is considerably less. The difference between the tunneling probabilities
of s- and d-electrons increases exponentially with increasing barrier thickness. When the
barrier is thin, the majority carriers in the tunneling current are still d-electrons, but when
the barrier is sufficiently thick, the d-electrons find the barrier impenetrable, so that the
tunneling current is composed mostly of the s-electrons. Now, the s- and d-electrons have
opposite spins at the Fermi level. The majority spin is obviously that of the d-electrons
because they are the majority among the population at the Fermi energy, while the
minority spin is that of s-electrons. Thus, by tuning the barrier width, we can selectively
inject majority or minority spins into the organic.

Consider the situation when the two ferromagnetic contacts have parallel
magnetization, e.g. in a strong magnetic field. Assume also that the two ferromagnetic
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contacts have the same sign of spin polarization at the Fermi energy (e.g. Co and Ni). If we
inject d-electrons from the injector (say, Co), then they are majority carriers in the detector
(Ni). Therefore, the current is large and the resistance is small. If instead we inject selectrons from Co, then they are minority carriers in the detector (Ni). In this case, the
current is small and the device resistance is large. Thus, we have the following scenarios:
Inject d-electrons (thin barriers):
•

Device resistance is small in the parallel configuration and large in the antiparallel configuration. We will observe the normal spin-valve peak.

Inject s-electrons (thick barriers):
•

Device resistance is large in the parallel configuration and small in the antiparallel configurations. We will observe the inverted (or anomalous) spin
valve peak.

If we observe the normal spin valve effect with thin barriers, and the inverted effect with
thick barriers, then we can be confident that we are injecting d- and s-electrons in the two
cases, respectively. Once we are assured of that, the heights of the spin valve peaks will
allow us to measure the spin relaxation times of d- and s-electrons. This will allow us to
study the dependence of the spin relaxation time on the electron’s velocity since delectrons are slow and s-electrons are fast. This study will allow us to determine which
relaxation mechanism – the Elliott-Yafet or D’yakonov-Perel’ - is dominant. If the former
is dominant, the slower electrons (i.e. the d-electrons) will relax their spin faster and the
height of the normal spin valve peak will be shorter than that of the inverted spin valve
peak. If the latter is dominant, then the slower electrons relax their spin more slowly, and
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the height of the normal spin valve peak will be taller than that of the inverted spin valve
peak. We therefore made two sets of samples – one with thin alumina barriers (0.6 nm) and
the other with thick alumina barriers (1.5 nm). We expected the thin-barrier-samples to
show the normal spin valve peak and the thick barrier ones to show the inverted spin valve
peaks.

6.2 Sample Fabrication:

The structure of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3/Alq3/Co nanowire spin valves with tunneling
spin injectors used for this study is depicted in the figure 6.1. The tunnel junctions with
spin valve base were fabricated using porous alumina technique. The fabrication of the
nanoporous alumina membranes is discussed in chapter 2 in detail. Highly pure (99.998%)
aluminum sheets are first electropolished in a solution consisting of 1050cc Ethyl alcohol,
150cc of Butyl cellulose, 90 cc Perchloric acid and 250ml DI water. Typical
electropolishing is performed at 40 Volts DC for a period of 10 second using a commercial
electropolisher, which results in a mirror like Al surface. Electropolished aluminum is then
anodized in 3% oxalic acid at 40V DC to form 50nm cylindrical pores in aluminum.
Typical SEM images of these pores are shown in Figure 2.5. These nanoporous alumina
membranes are then used as templates to fabricate the nanowire spin valves. The
fabrication process is described below.
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6.2.1 Fabrication of nanoscale spin valves:

Nanoporous alumina templates fabricated as discussed above consists of an
alumina barrier at the bottom of the cylindrical pores. This barrier alumina was maintained
intact for these samples until the final deposition step unlike the nanoporous templates
used for NiFe/Alq3/Co spin valves [94], or Ni/Ge/Co spin valves as discussed in chapter 3.
The reason for this step is discussed below. We observed that the nanoporous alumina
samples with reverse polarity etching as described in earlier chapters are not favorable for
these samples. The porous alumina with reverse polarity etching breaks from the
underlying aluminum surface during the atomic layer deposition process. We believe this
happens because of the heat generated during the ALD process. The thermal conductivities
of pure aluminum and aluminum oxide are very different (10 orders of magnitude) and the
coefficient of thermal expansion of aluminum is four times higher that of aluminum oxide.
This large change in the thermal expansions could cause strain at the nanoscale interface
between the nanoporous alumina membranes and the aluminum surface resulting in the
breaking of the nanoporous membranes. However the samples without reverse polarity
etching can survive during the atomic layer deposition process because of a larger contact
area at the porous alumina and the aluminum interfaces. After the nanoporous alumina
templates are formed, 400nm of Nickel-Iron nanowires were electroplated inside the pores
using an electrolyte consisting of Nickel sulfate, Iron sulfate in the ratio of 4:1 by weight
and DI water. Boric acid is added to the solution to increase the pH of the solution and
increase the conductivity of the solution. After NiFe is deposited, a thin Al2O3 tunnel
barrier is formed using an atomic layer deposition system. Trimethyl aluminum (TMA)
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and H2O purchased from Sigma-Aldrich were used as precursors and the deposition was
performed at 2500C. Several samples with two different Al2O3 thicknesses of 60A (set #1)
and 170A (set # 2) were fabricated. After the atomic layer deposition of Al2O3, 20 nm of
Alq3 and 500nm Co were thermally evaporated sequentially inside the pores forming a
nanowire spin valve with Al2O3 tunnel barrier at the interface between the spin injector and
the organic spacer. The back aluminum was used as an electrical contact and 5nm titanium
and 30nm gold was evaporated on the top of Co using a shadow mask for top contact. All
the samples in set #1 and set # 2 were annealed at 120oC for 3 hours before the spin
transport measurements. Spin transport in these samples were conducted using a Quantum
Design PPMS at temperature range of 1.9K to 300K. Figures 6.2-6.4 show the
magnetoresistance measurements of sample set #1 at different temperatures.

Figure 6.1 Schematic of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3/Alq3/Co nanowire spin valves with tunneling
spin injectors.
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Figure 6.2 shows the magnetoresistance data of Alq3 nanowire spin valve with 60A
tunnel barrier. The magnetoresistance data during the sweep from +2KOe to -2KOe is
indicated with a solid arrows, while the sweep from -2KOe to +2KOe is indicated with
dashed arrows. Spin injection can be observed in these structures between the coercivities
of NiFe and Co ferromagnets. Spin injection in these structures can be observed clearly at
100K as can be seen from figure 6.3. Figure 6.4 shows the magnetoresistance data of these
structures at 250K. There is no spin injection observed in these structures beyond 150K.
However, the magnetoresistance experiments conducted on set # 2 (1.5 nm tunnel
barrier), does not show any detectable magnetoresistance peaks. The resistance of these
samples at 5K is about 60KΩ which is high compared to the normal resistances found in
these sample structures. This tells us that the tunnel barrier is too thick to transmit
electrons.
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Figure 6.2 Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3(60A)/Alq3/Co nanowire spin
valves with tunneling spin injectors measured at 5K.
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Figure 6.3 Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3(60A)/Alq3/Co nanowire spin
valves with tunneling spin injectors measured at100K.
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Figure 6.4 Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3(60A)/Alq3/Co nanowire spin
valves with tunneling spin injectors measured at250K. No spin-valve peak is detectable at
this high temperature.

Samples with the thick tunnel barrier were probed with different injection currents from
10µA-50µA and tested at various temperatures ranging from 5K to 300K. Figures 6.5-6.7
shows the magnetoresistance plots of these samples at three different temperatures of 5K,
10K and 25K respectively. We believe that the spin valve effect in these samples could not
be observed either because the device resistance is too large (which decreases the signal to
noise ratio), or because the injected s-electrons actually relax spin much faster than delectrons. If that were true, then the faster electrons relax spin faster, which will be
consistent with the D’yakonov-Perel’ mechanism [26, 27]. However, absent supporting
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evidence, this merely remains a tantalizing conjecture, and has not been proved beyond
reasonable doubt.

Figure 6.5 Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3 (170A)/Alq3/Co nanowire spin
valves with tunneling spin injectors measured at 5K.
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Figure 6.6 Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3 (170A)/Alq3/Co nanowire spin
valves with tunneling spin injectors measured at 10K.

Figure 6.7 Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3 (170A)/Alq3/Co nanowire spin
valves with tunneling spin injectors measured at 25K.
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6.2.2 Fabrication of thin film spin valves with tunnel injectors

In order to overcome the problem with high resistance, we have fabricated 2D
structures using conventional microfabrication techniques where we will have a better
control over the sample parameters and the device resistance will be smaller. The organic
spin valves with magnetic tunneling injectors were fabricated in a cross bar pattern on
oxidized Si wafers with a 100nm thick insulating silicon dioxide on the surface. The
sample fabrication of these organic spin valves with magnetic tunneling injectors is
discussed below. The schematic of the cross bar structure is shown in figure 6.8. It consists
of a spin valve with tunnel injector sandwiched between two metal electrodes at the top
and the bottom. The bottom electrode is fabricated using a shadow mask followed by lift
off. The first ferromagnetic material Co was then evaporated using a thermal evaporation

Figure 6.8 Schematic diagram of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3 /Alq3/Co spin valve with cross bar
structure consisting of magnetic tunneling spin injector.
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Figure 6.9 Schematic band diagram of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3 /Alq3/Co spin valve with cross
bar structure consisting of magnetic tunneling spin injector.

system at a chamber pressure of 10-7 torr, followed by 20A of Al to prevent oxidation of
Co. The thicknesses of the films were monitored in situ by a crystal oscillator and a shutter
on top of the evaporation source prevents any deposition after the predefined thickness is
achieved. The Al2O3 tunnel barrier at the interface was grown using an atomic layer
deposition system. Trimethyl aluminum (TMA) and H2O were used as precursors and the
deposition was performed at 1250C with long purge cycles of about 60 seconds. Low
deposition temperatures and long purge cycles were used to avoid hard baking of the photo
resist used in these experiments. The organic layer Alq3, the second ferromagnetic material
NiFe, and the top contact are then evaporated using a system consisting of dual thermal
and e-beam evaporators equipped with a planetary rotation system to change the position
of the substrate in the vacuum chamber. This system is capable of evaporating eight
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different materials with out breaking the vacuum. We fabricated two different sets with
two barrier thicknesses with each set consisting of about 200 spin valve structures to study
the spin transport in these structures. The structure of the sample set #1 is:
Co(10nm)/Al2O3(60A)/Alq3(20nm)/Ni80Fe20(10nm), and the structure of sample set # 2 is:
Co(10nm)/Al2O3(170A)/Alq3(20nm)/Ni80Fe20(10nm). The numbers in the parenthesis
indicates the thickness of the corresponding layer in nanometers. The schematic the energy
band diagram of the spin transport device is depicted in figure 6.9. The area of each device
is 100X100µm2. Figures 6.10 shows the angled view optical interference images of the
fabricated cross bar spin valves with magnetic tunnel injectors.

Figure 6.10 Optical interference image of the cross bar spin valve consisting of layer
configuration Ti(5nm)/Au(30nm)/Co(10nm)/Al2O3(60A)/Alq3(20nm)/Ni80Fe20(10nm)/
Ti(5nm) /Au (30nm)
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6.3 Results and Discussions:

Spin transport studies in these samples are conducted at various temperatures using
a Quantum Design Physical Properties Measurement System consisting of a 7 Tesla
superconducting magnet housed in a liquid helium cryostat. The experiments were
conducted at temperatures ranging from 1.9K to 300 K. Figure 6.11-6.14 show the
magnetoresistance plots of a sample with a tunnel barrier thickness of 60A taken at 5K,
10K, 100K, 250K respectively.
From figure 6.11, we can clearly see spin valve peaks occurring between the
coercive fields of ~200 Oersteds and ~700 Oersteds. Since these fields are the known
coercive fields of NiFe and Co (which decrease slightly with increasing temperature), we
can unambiguously assign these peaks to the spin valve effect. The solid black curve is the
MR data during the scan from a magnetic field of +5000 Oersteds to -5000 Oersteds and
the red dashed curve is the MR data during the scan from -5000 Oersteds to +5000
Oersteds. Significant spin valve peaks could be observed till 100K, however a background
monotonic magnetoresistance signal that changes with magnetic field could be seen in
these structures till 250K as can be seen from figure 6.14. We can attribute this to the
organic magnetoresistance (OMAR) observed in organics [96-98].
From the measured heights of the peaks, we can calculate the change in the
resistance ΔR / R = ( R AP − R P ) / R P , where RAP is the resistance of the device when both the
ferromagnetic materials are aligned anti parallel, and RP is the resistance when both the
ferromagnets are aligned parallel to each other. Figure 6.15 shows TMR ≡ ΔR / R in
percentage at different temperatures from 5K to 250K.
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Figure 6.11: Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3 (6Å)/Alq3/Co nanowire spin
valves with tunneling spin injectors measured at 5K.
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Figure 6.12 Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3 (60A)/Alq3/Co nanowire spin
valves with tunneling spin injectors measured at 10K.

Figure 6.13 Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3 (60A)/Alq3/Co nanowire spin
valves with tunneling spin injectors measured at 100K.
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Figure 6.14: Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3 (60A)/Alq3/Co nanowire spin
valves with tunneling spin injectors measured at 250K.

Figure 6.15: ΔR / R in percentage measured as a function of temperature for the
Ni80Fe20/Al2O3 (60A)/Alq3/Co spin valves.
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The TMR value at 5K is 0.14% and it goes down steadily with temperature. From these
values we can calculate the spin diffusion length and spin diffusion times in the Alq3 thin
films using a modified Jullière’s formula [10]
− L

2 P1 P 2 e
Δ R
=
R
1 − P1 P 2 e

L

− L

S

L

S

Where P1 and P2 are the spin polarizations at the fermi energy in the NiFe and Co contacts
respectively and L is the separation between the two ferromagnetic contacts and Ls is the
spin relaxation length. The spin polarization is given as
P=

N↑ − N↓
N↑ + N↓

where N ↑ ( N ↓ ) is the carrier density in the majority (minority) spin states. We use the spin
polarization values P1 = 0.45 for FeNi contact and P2 = 0.33 for Co contact [95] in order to
find the spin relaxation length LS. The spin relaxation length in our device is plotted for
various temperatures in figure 6.16. From this data we can see that the spin relaxation
length in Alq3 thin films is ~24.4nm at 5K and it drops down to ~18.2nm at 100K.
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Figure 6.16: Spin relaxation lengths at different temperatures calculated from the
magnetoresistance data.
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Figure 6.17: Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3 (170A)/Alq3/Co nanowire spin
valves with tunneling spin injectors measured at 5K.

Figure 6.18: Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3 (170A)/Alq3/Co nanowire spin
valves with tunneling spin injectors measured at 10K.
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Figure 6.19: Magnetoresistance plots of the Ni80Fe20/Al2O3 (170A)/Alq3/Co nanowire spin
valves with tunneling spin injectors measured at 50K.
We conducted spin transport experiments in these samples with thicker oxide
barrier (170A) at temperatures ranging from 1.9K to 300 K. Figure 6.17-6.19 shows the
magnetoresistance plots of these samples at 5K, 10K, and 50K respectively. Several
samples tested at different biases did not show any spin injection into the organic layer.
We believe that the spin valve effect in these samples is absent as evident from the lack of
spin valve peaks between the coercive fields of the ferromagnetic contacts employed in
these experiments. However, these sample show change in the resistance with varying
magnetic field but they can not be attributed to the spin valve peaks.
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6.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have successfully fabricated and characterized nanoscale Alq3 spin
valves with tunnel injectors. These are the first ever reported spin transport studies on this
kind of samples is kind of The 1D spin valves are we have tested spin valves with two
different tunnel barrier thicknesses 60A and 170A, in order to study the effect of the tunnel
barrier thicknesses on the origin of the normal and inverse spin valve peaks. We observed
the spin valve peaks in both 1D and 2D structures with 6A tunnel barriers. However, the
samples with a thicker tunnel barrier does not show any spin valves peaks. We believe that
the injected electrons in these structures relax much faster as opposed to the thinner barrier
case. In order to verify this conclusively, tunnel barriers thicker than 170A are being tested
currently. From the magnetoresistance data, we have also calculated the spin relaxation
lengths in the organic semiconductor (Alq3). The spin relaxation time at 5K is 24.4nm and
it decreases to 18.2nm at 100K. Based on this study we can conclusively say that the spin
injection into the organic material Alq3 is possible at low temperatures and because of the
longer spin relaxation lengths, Alq3 is a viable material for spintronic device applications.
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